Sentence boundary detection (SBD), also known as sentence segmentation, decides where a sentence begins and ends. Previous method of SBD is either done by linguistic approach or acoustic approach; or combination of both approaches. Even though linguistic approach generally performed better than acoustic approach, it requires the need of a speech recognition component. This is a constraint for Under Resource Languages such as the Malay language. This paper describes the SBD for spontaneous Malay language spoken audio. Experiments are conducted on a forty-two minutes question-answer (Q/A) Malaysia parliamentary session comprising 12 adult male speakers and 4 female speakers. The speech datasets are first classified as speech/non-speech segments and only the non-speech segments are further tested as candidates of sentence boundaries. Seven prosodic features, rate-of-speech and volume are then extracted from the boundary candidates for classification. Our proposed SBD method using supervised Adaboost classifier managed a promising 100% accuracy rate with 19.44% error rate. For future work, we intend to reduce the error rate by implementing end-point detection on the boundary candidates.
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1. Introduction

In most languages, a written sentence is defined as the largest independent unit of grammar; typically begins with a capital letter and ends with a period, question mark or exclamation point. A formal written sentence normally has a subject as well as a predicate. In spoken audio, we define a sentence as a word or group of words that expresses a complete idea. Naturally, it displays recognizable intonation patterns and is often marked by preceding and following pauses [1]. Sentence boundary detection (SBD) task is deemed to be important as it acts as an initial processing part of most natural language processing (NLP) applications. Errors caused during SBD formidably affect the subsequent processes of NLP applications such as speech recognition, topic segmentation and speech summarization.

Generally, SBD is done using linguistic approach or acoustic approach or combination of linguistic-acoustic approach [2]. Linguistic-based method used linguistic features in statistical language model to detect the sentence boundary. On the other hand, acoustic approach used prosodic features such as fundamental frequency ($F_0$), energy, duration and pause in detecting the sentence boundary. However, combination of linguistic and acoustic methods always produced higher accuracy compared to linguistic and acoustic approach alone. One of the constraints of linguistic approach is the need of a speech recognition component that comprises the language context information and linguistic features for segmenting the sentence [2]. Therefore, the speech recognition component needs to be constructed prior to sentence boundary detection. However, speech recognition often takes...
processing and higher computational costs. For an under-resourced language such as Malay language [3], this requirement poses a problem. Speech recognition in Malay language is still at its infancy stage and recognition is limited to several words only [4]. Thus, linguistic approach is an unlikely option for sentence boundary detection for Malay language at the moment.

The Malay language, has its origin from the ancient Austronesian language, is one of the world most spoken language, being spoken by approximately 180 million people [5]. Unfortunately, the Malay language is categorized as an under-resourced language [6] due to its limited presence on the web and lack of electronic resources for speech and language processing such as monolingual corpora, bilingual electronic dictionaries, transcribed speech data and pronunciation dictionaries [3]. Speech-related research in Malay language is still at an early stage [4] and sentence boundary detection studies for speech recognition in Malay language are scarce. Several attempts of speech segmentation for spontaneous Malay spoken audio were done [7] [8]. However, they only focused on isolated words not continuous stream of words. Thus, it is empirical that speech-related work in Malay language is been pursued

2. Related work

In [9], SBD systems for text are categorized into two approaches that are rule-based approach and machine learning approach. Similarly, these two approaches are also popular for SBD of spoken audio. Rules are encoded in rule-based SBD according to the acoustic features extracted from the speech segments [10]. Each feature has its own threshold value and if a boundary candidate’s feature evaluated to TRUE, a hit score is assigned to the boundary candidate indicating a sentence boundary. Meanwhile, if a boundary candidate’s feature evaluated to a FALSE, a missed is assigned to the sentence boundary score. Boundary candidates that have a high score of boundary hits are classified as true sentence boundary. Rule-based approach however, is not exhaustive and not robust to conflicts.

Machine learning methods remained the focus of SBD work in recent research work. In speech processing, Hidden Markov Model [11] is the de facto learning methods followed by others such as neural network [13], Bayesian network [14], nearest-neighbour algorithms and decision trees [12]. These methods treats detection as a classification problem and in general performs better compared to rule-based approach. In [15], different classification methods for sentence segmentation of English and Mandarin broadcast news were presented. Among the classifiers tested, boosting-based classifier performed better compared to hidden-event language model, maximum entropy and decision trees. A popular adaptive boosting method known as AdaBoost combines weak-based classifiers to building up a strong classifier. At each iteration of the learning procedure, a new weak learner, \( h_t \) is conjured through resampling and reweighting of the previous learners. A different weighting over the training examples is used to give more emphasis to examples that are often misclassified by the preceding weak classifiers. Finally, all the weak learners used in each iteration, \( t \) are linearly combined to form the classification function in equation (1).

\[
f(x,l) = \sum_{i=1}^{T} \alpha_i h_i(x,l)
\]

where \( \alpha_i \) is the weight of the weak learner \( h_i \) and \( T \) is the number of iterations. A lengthy explanation of AdaBoost can be found in [16].
3. Speech dataset

Our proposed methods are tested on Malaysia Parliamentary Hansard Document (MPHD) audio data (.wav) gathered from Malaysia Parliamentary debates dated 28 August, 2008 [17]. The Hansard documents contains spontaneous and formal speeches of parliamentary sessions surrounded with medium noise condition or environment ($\geq 30$ dB), disfluencies such as “um”, repeat and self-repair [14], speakers interruption (Malay, Chinese and Indian races) and different speaking styles (low, medium and high intonation or shouting). Apart from that, the audio data also contains noises such as claps, laughter, whispers, and arguments. For our experiments, 185 minutes of one parliamentary session document was selected as our dataset. The selected Hansard document consists of two sessions as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Speech data selection](image_url)

After analyzing the audio data of both sessions, the first session is omitted as it consists of formal speeches with read text prepared before the session. Only the second session of the debate is used as they are from the unplanned questions and answer (Q/A) session spontaneously answered during the parliamentary debate. The duration of the second session is 88 minutes. This 88-minutes audio data is further segmented into 176 non-overlapping segments of 30 seconds for faster processing. However, only 84 segments totalling to 2,520 seconds (i.e. 42 minutes) of audio data comprising 4 females and 12 males are used in our sentence boundary detection experiments. The purpose of selection is to allow variety of speakers that speak at least two continuous sentences with minimum total duration of speech of at least 30 seconds. This is important as each speaker has different style of speaking, rate of speech and fundamental frequency. If one speaker...
dominates a session over the other speaker, his/her speech features will be biased data during training. In the 42-minutes dataset, there are a total of 227 sentence boundaries. From this dataset, eighty percent is used for training of AdaBoost classifiers and twenty percent is used as testing dataset. Figure 1 illustrates the process of speech data selection for this paper.

4. Research methodology

There are four major stages involved in our experiments of sentence boundary detection: 1) audio segmentation 2) speech/non-speech classification 3) boundary candidate feature extraction 4) AdaBoost training 5) speech boundary detection.

3.1. Audio segmentation

Prior to feature extraction, the 42-minutes audio data which comprises 84 segments of 30-seconds spontaneous speech are further divided into 20 milliseconds (0.02 sec) non-overlapping frames into a total of 126,000 frames. Figure 2 demonstrates the audio segmentation procedure into a total of 126,000 frames. These smaller frames are used in feature extraction for classification of speech/non-speech segments.

\[
\text{Number of frames per 30-second segment} = \frac{30\text{sec}}{0.02\text{sec}} = 1,500\text{ frames}
\]

Total frames = 1,500 frames x 84 segments = 126,000 frames

![Figure 2: Audio speech segmentation](image)

3.2. Speech/non-speech classification

The purpose of speech/non-speech classification is to categorize the 42-minutes (i.e. 84 segments) speech dataset into speech and non-speech segments. The non-speech segments are further used as boundary candidates for sentence boundary detection. The speech segments are regarded as non-boundary candidates, thus is not used for sentence boundary detection. Before the experiment is conducted, a groundtruth dataset is constructed by manually labelling the speech/non-speech segments of the speech datasets using Audacity 1.3.12-beta. A total of 6,413 segments are annotated from 84 segments consisting of 3,206 speech segments and 3,207 non-speech segments. Due to hardware constraint, the 84 segments are further divided into 20 milliseconds, non-overlapping frames totalling to 126,000 frames. Fundamental frequency (F0), energy and zero-crossing rates (ZCR) are extracted from each of these frames to classify them into speech and non-speech segments. Frames that have high ZCR are categorized as speech segments and frames with low ZCR...
are categorized as non-speech segments. Frames that have very low value of F0 are categorized as non-speech segments and frames with high F0 are categorized as speech segment. Energy feature is used to discriminate between speech and non-speech segments with selected set of threshold. A non-speech segment has much lower amplitude than the speech segment, resulting to non-speech segment to have lower energy. In our audio data, speech segment energy is higher than 30db, making it easier to discriminate from pause/silence. Speech and non-speech classifications are done using the vowel/consonant/pause (V/C/P) classification rules adapted from [18]. However, we improved the rule by adding fundamental frequency feature and achieved 97.8% accuracy rate as described in our earlier work [19]. The improved classification rules are presented in Figure 3. Once all the frames are classified as vowel, consonants or pause, the final step is to merge vowel and consonant frames as speech segments and classify pause frames as non-speech segments. The non-speech segments are further used as boundary candidates in sentence boundary detection experiment.

\begin{verbatim}
If FrameZCR < ThrZCR then FrameType = Consonant
Else if FrameF0 = 0, then FrameType = Pause
Else if FrameEnergy < NoiseLevel then FrameType = Pause
Else FrameType = Vowel
\end{verbatim}

Figure 3: Improved V/C/P classification rules

3.3. Feature extraction of boundary candidates

Table 1 lists 10 audio features consisting of 7 prosodic features, 2 rate-of-speeches (ROS) and a volume feature. These features are extracted from the 2,272 boundary candidates for sentence boundary detection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Feature type</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Succeed speech</td>
<td>Duration of the speech succeeding boundary candidate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Precede speech</td>
<td>Duration of the speech preceding boundary candidate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Succeed pause</td>
<td>Duration of the pause succeeding boundary candidate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Precede pause</td>
<td>Duration of the pause preceding boundary candidate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Pause duration</td>
<td>Duration of boundary candidate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Fundamental frequency</td>
<td>Difference between preceding and succeeding fundamental frequency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>Difference between preceding and succeeding energy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Rate-of-Speech (ROS)</td>
<td>Duration rate-of-speech</td>
<td>Rate of boundary candidate duration and rate-of-speech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Rate-of-Speech</td>
<td>Difference between preceding and succeeding rate-of-speech</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Volume change rate</td>
<td>Volume change of rate preceding boundary candidate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For sentence boundary detection, we only consider non-speech segments as boundary candidates because possible boundaries existed only in these segments. From a total of 3,207 boundary candidates, we removed 935 boundary candidates as they have duration of less than 0.12 seconds. This is because upon closer analysis of the boundary candidates, we discovered that the minimum length of pause duration for our speech dataset is 0.12 seconds. Therefore, boundary candidates that are shorter than 0.12 seconds are not considered as potential sentence boundaries. After omitting the shorter non-speech segments, we are left with 2,272 sentence boundary candidates. The extracted features are illustrated in Figure 4 and descriptions of each feature is depicted in Table 1.

Table 1. Description of features used for SBD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Description</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precede pause</td>
<td>Teri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precede energy</td>
<td>na-ta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precede ROS</td>
<td>sil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precede speech</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Succeed pause</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pause duration, duration ROS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume change rate, precede energy, precede F0, precede ROS, precede speech</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Succeed energy, succeed F0, succeed ROS, succeed speech</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Extracted features of a boundary candidate

3.4. Training of AdaBoost classifier

Training is important to build the classification function to detect sentence boundaries. Training dataset comprised 80% of total boundary candidates and the remaining 20% is used as testing dataset. Since there are 2,272 boundary candidates, 1,187 boundary candidates are used in training and 455 boundary candidates are reserved for sentence boundary detection testing data. Furthermore, 207 true sentence boundaries amounting to 80% of the total true sentence boundaries in the whole speech dataset are used for training; while the remaining 20 sentence boundaries (20%) is used for testing.

The training of AdaBoost classifier happened in the steps enlisted below:
Step 1. The ten features extracted from the speech segments earlier and the correct class marker (i.e. 1: true sentence boundary; 0: non-sentence boundary) are fed into the boosting process.
Step 2. Divide data into two sets that is training and control set. Control set is used to evaluate the training set and is selected based on the performance of the previous weak learners.

Step 3. A decision tree is constructed for the weak learner and is used for boosting. Combination of two or more features become weak learner and multiple weak learners can be combined to generate a more accurate ensemble, known as strong learner.

Step 4. The weak learner is boosted using Gentle AdaBoost algorithm to produce learner and weight.

Step 5. Calculate classifier output based on learner and weight values.

Step 6. Calculate error by comparing with control set.

A diagram of the AdaBoost classifier is shown in Figure 5.

In training experiments, true sentence boundaries percentage is increased comparable to non-sentence boundaries to achieve a commendable sentence boundary accuracy rates with an acceptable false error rate. This is done by reducing the number of non-sentence boundaries in the training dataset that has high potential to cause errors in learning. Six experiments are conducted to identify the number of training datasets that can built a classification function producing the highest sentence boundary detection with low false alert. Summary of the training experiments listing the number of true and non-sentence boundaries is shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>No. of true boundaries</th>
<th>No. of non-boundaries</th>
<th>Total training data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>623</td>
<td>830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 3</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 4</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 5</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 6</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the results of the training experiments, AdaBoost classification model is constructed and further used for speech boundary detection.
3.5. Speech boundary detection

As indicated earlier, twenty percent of the total boundary candidates (i.e. 2,272) is used for speech boundary detection. A groundtruth dataset is constructed prior to conducting sentence boundary detection. A speech transcript of the 42-minutes spoken speech dataset is acquired from the parliament. The speech transcript also annotates laughter, claps and noises as non-speech segments. Sentence boundary is manually label [SB] based on the symbol period ‘.’ and question mark, ‘?’. There are a total of 227 sentence boundaries in the speech dataset comprising 84 segments. The groundtruth is later used to evaluate the sentence boundary detection’s performance.

4. Performance evaluation

Performance of sentence boundary detection is evaluated using accuracy rate as can be seen in equation (2), while total error rate (i.e. equation (3)) is calculated as a sum of false alert of equation (4) and missing alert of equation (5) [15].

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{\text{Total correct sentence boundary}}{\text{Total sentence boundary}}
\]

\[
\text{False Alert} = \frac{\text{False detection of sentence boundary}}{\text{Total sentence boundary candidates}}
\]

\[
\text{Missing Alert} = \frac{\text{Missing sentence boundary}}{\text{Total sentence boundary candidates}}
\]

\[
\text{Total Error} = \frac{\text{False detection + Missing detection}}{\text{Total sentence boundary candidates}}
\]

5. Results and discussions

Results are presented in two sections: 1) AdaBoost classification model and 2) speech boundary detection.

5.1. AdaBoost classification model

The main purpose of conducting six experiments during the training of AdaBoost classifier is to construct an AdaBoost model that is able to detect sentence boundary at a low error rate. In Table 3, the accuracy rates of the six training experiments are tabulated. The highest accuracy rate of sentence boundary detection at 86.34% is achieved by Experiment 6 using 440 training dataset comprising 207 true sentence boundaries and 233 non-sentence boundaries. However, it produced the highest total error rate of 22.95%. The lowest accuracy rate at 41.85% is attained by Experiment 1 with a high missing alert of 58.15%. In this study, Experiment 3 using 658 training data is considered as the best AdaBoost classification model because of its lowest total error rate of 18.24%. Furthermore, the accuracy rate of 62.11% is an acceptable sentence boundary detection of a learning model. Therefore, AdaBoost classification model using 207 true sentence
boundaries and 451 non-sentence boundaries is further tested for sentence boundary detection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment No.</th>
<th>No. of training dataset</th>
<th>Total error (%)</th>
<th>False alert (%)</th>
<th>Missing alert (%)</th>
<th>Accuracy rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>830</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>58.15</td>
<td>41.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>732</td>
<td>20.08</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>55.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>18.24</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>37.88</td>
<td>62.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>20.29</td>
<td>7.60</td>
<td>30.83</td>
<td>69.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>18.34</td>
<td>6.98</td>
<td>22.90</td>
<td>77.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>22.95</td>
<td>15.90</td>
<td>13.65</td>
<td>86.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Sentence boundary detection using AdaBoost classifier

The sentence boundary detection test is conducted on 455 boundary candidates and an example of the test on one boundary candidate is shown in Figure 6. The upper plot shows the 30-seconds speech signal and the lower plot illustrates the sentence boundary labelling.

Overall results of sentence boundary detection are tabulated in Table 4. The fusion of different features are done to investigate the effects on boundary detection’s performance. Prosodic features alone is able to achieve 90.3% accuracy rate of sentence boundary detection with missing alert of 9.25% and false alert of 19.09%. When prosodic features are combined with other features such as volume and rate-of-speech, a 100% accuracy rate is attained and the total error is reduced by 2.23%. However, in both feature fusions whenever the accuracy of sentence boundary detection increases, the false alert also increases. Missing alert decreases if there is high rate of sentence boundary detection. It is because when the detection of sentence boundary is high, the number of missing sentence boundary becomes low. The accuracy of sentence boundary detection depends on the total error of sentence boundary detection. In Table 4, the total error rate is shown to be further reduced
while maintaining an accuracy rate of 100% when all prosodic features, rate-of-speech and volume are combined.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Total error (%)</th>
<th>False alert (%)</th>
<th>Missing alert (%)</th>
<th>Accuracy rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prosodic</td>
<td>23.86%</td>
<td>19.09%</td>
<td>9.25%</td>
<td>90.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosodic + ROS</td>
<td>21.63%</td>
<td>21.63%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosodic + Volume</td>
<td>21.63%</td>
<td>21.63%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosodic + ROS + Volume</td>
<td>19.44%</td>
<td>19.44%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusion

This paper presents sentence boundary detection without the need of speech recognition linguistic component. Even though advanced method of speech boundary detection incorporate linguistic component, we managed to recall all sentence boundaries. However, precision of the detection still need to be improved. The introduction of volume change rate as one of the prosody feature seemed appropriate as Malay language has some unique properties of unvoiced segment. Our research direction is to reduce the error rate by looking into possibilities of end-point detection.
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